Electron pressure profiles have been obtained in the outer midplane and along the divertor target using various diagnostics in ASDEX Upgrade. Inter-ELM and ELM phases of Hmode discharges with different power-and neutral fluxes in the divertor are investigated.
Introduction
The reduction of the plasma pressure in front of the divertor targets is an important ingredient to obtain broad power load profiles which are mandatory for reactor-grade power flux values. In the standard divertor model, charge exchange (CX) and recombination provide the required momentum loss leading to divertor detachment and a considerable reduction of peak power flux densities. In experiments as well as in detailed edge modelling, conditions may vary from almost vanishing electron pressure in front of a target (fully detached state) up to almost identical pressure at midplane and target sheath entrance locations. While the total pressure is conserved in the absence of sources and sinks, the static pressure p e =n e ¡ T e is expected to be reduced at the target sheath entrance by a factor 2 under the assumption of a Mach flow = 1 into the sheath region. Recent modelling of the detachment process for increasing upstream densities in Ohmic discharges with the SOLPS code package revealed pronounced discrepancies between the measured and predicted pressure evolution along the targets [1] if the experimental power flux and separatrix density have been used as input to the calculations. With its excellent edge and SOL diagnostic suite, ASDEX Upgrade is well suited to investigate the pressure balance between midplane and divertor targets. Apart from accurate measurements required in real space, flux surface mapping is required to connect corresponding measurements in midplane and divertor. To improve the accuracy of the equilibrium reconstruction, physics models are required to mark the relative positions of diagnostics and the separatrix upstream and downstream. This paper presents the experimental characterisation of divertor and midplane electron pressure profiles for ELMy H-mode conditions in ASDEX Upgrade with fully tungsten covered plasma facing components. Target profiles are obtained from Langmuir probe measurements, using strike point sweeps to allow the reconstruction of continuous spatial profiles [2] . The electron pressure at the target is compared to the corresponding values at the outer midplane obtained by combined Lithium beam and interferometer measurements and Thomson scattering for conditions with different divertor collisionalities. Figure 1 shows detailed profiles in the outer midplane for a discharge in a series with different heating powers and neutral divertor fluxes, resulting in a variation of the degree of detachment / divertor collisionality. Density profiles are spline fits obtained from integrated data analysis (IDA) [3] combining Lithium beam emission profiles from the SOL up to the pedestal top and line integrated densities from DCN interferometry with 0.2 ms temporal resolution. Electron temperature profiles are parametrised as modified tanh fits [4] to Thomson scattering data, taken from identical discharges with edge and core settings of the TS system. Unless in cut-off, ECE data are taken from the center to ρ pol = 0.95 to avoid nonthermal emission from the pedestal region. While IDA and ECE data are taken with their original spatial positions, the TS data have been radially shifted by typically 1 cm to obtain a fitted inter-ELM separatrix temperature of 100 eV [5] . 
Evaluation of midplane electron pressure profiles

Divertor profiles
Profiles for T e and n e are obtained from Langmuir probes using strike point sweeps to obtain continuous spatial profiles with fixed probe locations. Since accurate equilibrium mapping with respect to the outer midplane position is essential to obtain pressure balance along field lines, the position of the separatrix strike point on the target is assigned by the sign change of the floating potential or target electric currents, which is expected to occur very close to the strike point due to the effect of Pfirsch-Schlüter currents for attached conditions [6] . Despite the fact that the physics of the target currents is expected to be more complex during ELMs, we use the experimentally well pronounced sign change of V f loat during the ELM-related strike point movement as separatrix marker. An example is shown in figure 2 for the case with the maximum position correction. The obtained corrections for the strike point coordinate at the target, ds sep vary between 0 and 15 mm for the discharges used, resulting in radial profile shifts up to 2 mm in the outer midplane. Since no strict model is available to predict the exact V f loat sign location, the overall uncertainty of the separatrix position is assumed to be ¢ 10 mm along the target, corresponding to less than ¢ 2 mm in the outer midplane. Figure 3 shows midplane and divertor profiles of T e and n e for 4 discharges with different divertor neutral densities, n 0£ div , obtained from a pressure gauge and different power fluxes to the divertor (P div = P heat -P rad £ tot ). While the divertor T e profiles are quite flat, the n e profiles exhibit broadening and a shift towards the SOL region with decreasing power per neutral, P div /n 0£ div . Also shown are the ratios of the electron density and temperature gradient lengths, 
Electron pressure balance
